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INTRODUCTION

The 2013 Term of the U.S. Supreme Court was obviously significant for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”). EPA achieved a complete victory in one case, EPA v. EME Homer City Generation, L.P. ("EME Homer"),1 and partial victory in another, Utility Air Regulatory Group v. EPA (“UARG”).2 In EME Homer, the Court upheld EPA’s reading of the Clean Air Act’s (“CAA”) Good Neighbor Provision to allow for an innovative interstate emission-reduction program.3 In UARG, although the Court invalidated EPA’s interpretation applying two CAA permitting programs to greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions, it nonetheless upheld the majority of EPA’s permitting scheme.4 UARG thus was, for all practical purposes, a substantive win for EPA. Yet the legality of EPA’s most ambitious rulemaking to date, the proposed Clean Power Plan for regulation of existing power-plant GHG emissions under CAA section 111(d),6 remains uncertain, and judicial review is inevitable. 7 EME Homer and UARG will play a starring role in determining the Clean Power Plan’s viability. So, too, of course, will the canonical Chevron v. Natural Resources Defense Council,8 which governs judicial review of an administra-
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1 134 S. Ct. 1584 (2014).
4 EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1609–10.
5 UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2449.
tive agency’s statutory interpretation. Under the familiar “Chevron Two-Step,” a reviewing court must first employ the tools of statutory construction to determine whether Congress has spoken directly to the particular issue, and if so, “must give effect to the unambiguously expressed intent of Congress.” But if a statute is ambiguous, the court must defer to the agency’s interpretation as long as it is reasonable.\footnote{Id. at 842–43.}

EME Homer and UARG relied on Chevron Step Two in ways that seem somewhat inconsistent with each other. Step Two is traditionally viewed as a relative safe harbor for agencies.\footnote{Id. at 843.} Indeed, where courts invalidate agency action, they typically do so at Step One.\footnote{See, e.g., Jason J. Czarnezki, An Empirical Investigation of Judicial Decisionmaking, Statutory Interpretation, and the Chevron Doctrine in Environmental Law, 79 U. Colo. L. Rev. 767, 768 (2008).} UARG offers a rare example of the Court using Step Two to invalidate agency action, finding that a portion of EPA’s permitting program was not a reasonable interpretation of statutory text that seemed, on its face, to require EPA to pursue its chosen regulatory path.\footnote{See generally id.} EME Homer, too, relied on Step Two, but to uphold an ambitious emission-control program even though a good case could be made that the program conflicted with the plain statutory language.\footnote{Compare UARG, 134 S. Ct. 2427, 2439–42 (2014), with Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 532 (2007) (stating that GHGs “fit well” within the CAA’s “capacious definition of ‘air pollutant’”).}

Read together, the cases provide somewhat contradictory guidance about the application of Chevron to EPA’s CAA interpretations. Yet we believe that EME Homer and UARG share an important lesson: in reviewing an agency’s interpretation of statutory language, context matters significantly in deciding what a text allows. One could, indeed, go even further. Context matters even when the statutory text arguably points in another direction.\footnote{Compare EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. 1584, 1603–04 (2014), with id. at 1610–13 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (finding that the text of the Good Neighbor Provision unambiguously prohibits the Transport Rule).} This lesson, we suggest, will be extremely important as courts consider whether the Clean Power Plan is a permissible implementation of section 111(d).

If a challenge to the Clean Power Plan reaches the Court, at least two different readings of the CAA statutory context, leading to opposite outcomes, seem possible. The first is similar to the context described by the Court in EME Homer. In upholding EPA’s interpretation of the Good Neighbor Provision to allow a multi-state emission-trading program, the Court found the relevant statutory language, which seemed to focus on state-to-state cross-border pollution, to be ambiguous.\footnote{We say “arguably” because in each case, the court of appeals below found that the statutory language at stake led to a conclusion opposite of the Supreme Court’s conclusion. Compare id. at 1604 (majority opinion) (quoting EME Homer City Generation, L.P. v. EPA, 696 F.3d 7, 21 (D.C. Cir. 2012)), with id. at 1606; compare Coal. for Responsible Regulation, Inc. v. EPA, 684 F.3d 102, 134 (2012) (per curiam), with UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2442.} It then stressed that in interpreting the Good Neighbor Pro-
vision, EPA had exercised “sensible” judgment in attacking a “thorny” pollution problem by incorporating considerations of cost-effectiveness and historical state efforts into its program design. The Court additionally emphasized that the Agency must have “leeway” to balance competing policy priorities “in fulfilling its statutory mandate.”

By contrast, UARG struck down the Agency’s extension of permitting requirements to small, previously unregulated GHG sources, even though the statutory language of the permitting program seemingly covered such sources.19 In the UARG Court’s view, EPA’s position that the statute unambiguously compelled the Agency to regulate small sources “radically transform[ed]” the Agency’s power.20 Instead, the Court determined that application of the arguably clear text to GHGs, when considered in the context of the statute more generally, rendered the text ambiguous.21 The Court then, in turn, found the Agency’s “enormous and transformative” interpretation unreasonable under Chevron Step Two.22

Which context, or story, will prevail as courts evaluate the Clean Power Plan? In designing its program for state-based control of GHG emissions from existing power plants, is EPA interpreting section 111(d) “sensibly” by issuing a rule that takes into account cost-effectiveness, historical state action to regulate GHG emissions, and the complexity of the problem, thus warranting the leeway that EME Homer accorded EPA? Or is the Agency engaged in an “enormous and transformative” power grab as in UARG, imposing on power plants and states a rule that extends far beyond the bounds of what the CAA intends? The story that succeeds in this battle of contexts will, in our view, determine the legality of the Clean Power Plan.

I. Text and Context in EME Homer and UARG

The importance of context to statutory interpretation is not novel. The Court has repeatedly confirmed that Chevron Step Two requires reviewing courts to evaluate the agency’s interpretation of statutory text broadly in light of the overall statutory framework.23 Yet given the likelihood of future challenges to the Clean Power Plan,24 the Court’s contextual evaluation of innovative emission-control programs in EME Homer and UARG warrants close examination.

In EME Homer, the Court rejected industry opponents’ argument that EPA’s interpretation is inconsistent with the CAA’s Good Neighbor Provision.25
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19 See UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2444.
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22 Id. at 2444.
24 See supra note 7.
The CAA requires EPA to establish environmental- and health-based National Ambient Air Quality Standards ("NAAQS") for six criteria pollutants and to designate "nonattainment" areas where concentration of a pollutant exceeds the NAAQS. Each state must then develop and submit for EPA’s approval a State Implementation Plan ("SIP") to achieve compliance with the NAAQS. The Good Neighbor Provision additionally requires SIPs to prohibit any in-state source “from emitting any air pollutant in amounts which will . . . contribute significantly to nonattainment in, or interference with maintenance [of NAAQS] by, any other State . . . .”

EME Homer addressed the practical challenges of regulating air pollution emitted in one state that contributes to nonattainment in other states. There are thousands of such pollution linkages between upwind and downwind states, rendering complex the determination of whether and which upwind states “contribute significantly” to downwind nonattainment. EPA attempted to solve this puzzle through the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule ("Transport Rule"), which controls in twenty-seven states certain emissions that inhibit downwind states’ compliance with the NAAQS. To determine which upwind states contribute significantly to downwind nonattainment, EPA modeled the allocation of cost-effective emission reductions among upwind states. EPA then translated its calculations into annual emission budgets representing the amount of emissions each upwind state would produce were it to implement all cost-effective controls.

On review, the appellate court held that the Transport Rule violated the Good Neighbor Provision’s requirement that emission reductions be allocated among upwind states in proportion to impact. The Supreme Court reversed. Applying Chevron Step Two, the Court concluded that EPA chose “sensibly” from among the plausible options to target the most cost-effective reductions. The Court emphasized the complexities of interstate air pollution control, particularly where states have different historical track records of attention to the pollution.

EME Homer is a sweeping victory for EPA, as well as a confirmation of courts’ obligation to defer to an agency’s reasonable judgment. A wry dissent by Justice Scalia starkly diverges from EME Homer’s deferential majority opinion. Neither the practical complexities of implementing the

---
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29 EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1593–94 (internal quotation marks omitted).
31 Id. at 48,236–37, 48,248–49. See EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1596–97.
33 EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1600–01.
34 Id. at 1607 (“Eliminating those [pollution] amounts that can cost-effectively be reduced is an efficient and equitable solution to the allocation problem the Good Neighbor Provision requires the Agency to address.”).
35 Id. at 1605.
36 See id. at 1607.
Good Neighbor Provision nor the sensibleness of EPA’s solution could mollify Justice Scalia’s concern that the Transport Rule reflects “remarkably expansive” authority.37

Similar concerns resurfaced in UARG, where Justice Scalia, writing for the majority, rejected EPA’s interpretation of the triggers for application of the CAA’s Prevention of Significant Deterioration (“PSD”) and Title V permitting programs to stationary sources of GHGs.38 The programs require permits for “major” emitters—defined as sources with the potential to emit 100 or 250 tons per year of “any air pollutant” in certain circumstances.39 EPA argued (and the lower court agreed) that the provisions had to extend to sources with the potential to emit GHGs in those amounts even though the requirement would sweep potentially thousands of sources into EPA’s regulatory ambit.40 Applying Chevron Step One, the Supreme Court held that the statutory language did not compel EPA’s interpretation, emphasizing that EPA need not regulate every air pollutant every time the term is included in the statute but instead should exercise its power “sensibly.”41

The Court then moved on to Step Two. Justice Scalia’s concern about EPA “seizing expansive power” helps to explain UARG’s rare invalidation of agency action here.42 Referring to the absurd results that could flow from immediately applying the permitting programs to GHGs,43 the UARG Court concluded “it beyond reasonable debate” that EPA’s interpretation was “incompatible’ with ‘the substance of Congress’ regulatory scheme.”44 Under the Court’s reading, permitting “cannot rationally be extended beyond a relative handful of large sources capable of shouldering heavy substantive and procedural burdens.”45

According to the Court, the potentially “disastrous[ ]” consequences of the interpretation—including tremendous costs, economic disruption, and excessive administrative burdens—were alone sufficient grounds to reject EPA’s interpretation.46 Moreover, the Court expressed unease about EPA stretching its permitting authority into a significant new regulatory area: small, nonindustrial sources. Justice Scalia invoked the major questions canon raised in FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.:47
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37 Id. at 1617 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
41 UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2439–42.
42 See id. at 2444.
43 Id. at 2442. See also id. at 2436, 2437, 2443 (referencing EPA’s admissions that extending permitting to smaller sources would be unprecedented, administratively burdensome, economically disruptive, and perhaps beyond congressional intent).
44 Id. at 2443 (quoting FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 529 U.S. 120, 156 (2000)).
45 Id. at 2443.
46 Id. at 2443–44, 2448.
EPA’s interpretation is also unreasonable because it would bring about an enormous and transformative expansion in EPA’s regulatory authority. . . . We expect Congress to speak clearly if it wishes to assign to an agency decisions of vast “economic and political significance.”48

The Court did agree with EPA that the CAA’s “best available control technology” (“BACT”) provision, unlike the triggers, unambiguously applies to GHG emissions from “anyway sources” already subject to PSD permitting.49 Even if the BACT provision were ambiguous, the Court declared, requiring GHG BACT for anyway sources is “not so disastrously unworkable, and need not result in such a dramatic expansion of agency authority” as to be unreasonable.50 In practical effect, upholding the GHG BACT requirement for anyway sources preserved permitting for roughly eighty-three percent of stationary-source GHG emissions.51 Consequently, UARG is another broad victory for EPA.

In both EME Homer and UARG, EPA sought to resolve a complex emission-reduction problem, the details of which the statutory text did not precisely predict. Although the outcomes of the cases seem to provide conflicting guidance about the scope of EPA’s interpretive authority, they are in harmony in emphasizing the importance of context in deciding what a statutory provision allows.

II. LOOKING AHEAD: THE CLEAN POWER PLAN IN CONTEXT

Should challenges to the Clean Power Plan reach the Supreme Court, EME Homer and UARG suggest that the Court’s view of how the rule relates to the CAA statutory context could be the key factor in determining the legality of the rule. Section 111(d) is brief, but its text appears to grant EPA wide administrative authority.52 The provision directs EPA to establish by rule a procedure for states to submit SIP-like plans containing “standards of performance” for certain “existing source[s]” of “any air pollutant” that is neither controlled as a criteria pollutant nor regulated as a hazardous air pollutant.53 Fossil fuel-fired power plants are among the categories of sources subject to section 111(d).54

48 UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2444 (quoting Brown & Williamson, 529 U.S. at 160).
49 Id. at 2447–49; 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a)(4) (2012) (conditioning PSD permits on installation of BACT “for each pollutant subject to regulation under” the CAA).
50 UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2448.
51 See id. at 2438–39.
52 See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d)(1) (“The Administrator shall prescribe regulations which shall establish a procedure . . . under which each State shall submit . . . a plan . . . .”).
53 Id. § 7411(d). But see, e.g., Brief of the States of West Virginia et al. as Amici Curiae in Support of the Petitioner, In re: Murray Energy Corp., No. 14-1112 (D.C. Cir. filed June 25, 2014) (arguing that any pollutant emitted from a source category regulated under CAA section 112 is exempt from section 111(d)).
Emergent Climate Regulation after UARG and EME Homer

Because GHGs are neither a criteria pollutant nor a hazardous air pollutant, EPA proposed the Clean Power Plan to guide state control of GHGs from existing power plants. States must submit to EPA a plan that is "no less stringent" than the federal guideline. The state plan must also include provisions for the implementation and enforcement of its "standards of performance." "Standard of performance" is in turn defined as "a standard for emissions of air pollutants which reflects the degree of emission limitation achievable through the application of the best system of emission reduction [BSER] which (taking into account the cost . . .) the [EPA] Administrator determines has been adequately demonstrated."

Historically, EPA has issued only thirteen section 111(d) rules for existing sources—most, though not all, in the form of traditional emission-intensity limits achievable through installation of a control technology. Regulation of GHGs from existing power plants raises a difficult problem, however. Technologies to reduce the GHG emission-intensity of power plants are limited in effect or high in cost. Instead, measures that are implemented not "inside the fenceline" of individual facilities but within the electricity sector more generally can be both more cost-effective and more successful in achieving significant emission reductions. Mitigation measures that have proven successful at the state level—such as end-use energy efficiency incentives, renewable portfolio standards, and cap-and-trade programs—do not resemble the end-of-stack control measures conventionally utilized in CAA regulation. Moreover, a number of states have made significant investments in existing GHG mitigation programs while others have lagged behind.

In the Clean Power Plan, EPA opted to propose state-specific GHG emission-reduction targets for 2030. EPA developed the targets by calculating each state’s electricity-sector emission rate if the state were to implement a bundle of emission-reduction measures that EPA deems cost-effective, including measures that reduce emissions "outside the power plant fenceline" such as demand-side energy efficiency and increased renewable energy generation.
proposal would not require states to adopt outside-the-fenceline measures but would instead allow states “significant flexibility to determine how to best achieve” the targets in their plans, acknowledging the differences in each state’s “emission reduction opportunities,” and “existing state programs and measures,” as well as “states’ commitments to a wide range of policy preferences.”

State and industry opponents inevitably will challenge the final Clean Power Plan. Should review reach the Supreme Court, we believe that, as with UARG and EME Homer, the Court would review the rule under Chevron Step Two. The statutory language the Court would be interpreting—phrases such as “standards of performance” and “best system of emission reduction”—does not have a clear meaning that commands EPA to regulate in only one direction. In evaluating the Clean Power Plan under Step Two, then, the key question is likely to be: which contextual story will prevail? Would Justice Scalia’s view that EPA is engaged in a power grab and causing extensive economic disruption in violation of the major questions canon succeed, as in UARG? Or would the Court read the Clean Power Plan contextual story more like EME Homer, as a reasonable attempt to achieve meaningful GHG emission reductions in a cost-effective manner by allowing for outside-the-fenceline reductions?

As we discuss below, we think a strong case can be made that the Clean Power Plan, like the emission-control program at issue in EME Homer, is a reasonable interpretation of section 111(d). We acknowledge, however, that the UARG story will have resonance for judges uncomfortable with innovative forms of regulation.

A. Story One: An “Enormous and Transformative Expansion” of Authority

In the first of the Court’s possible readings of the Clean Power Plan, the Court may view the broad scope and effect of EPA’s proposed emission-control program, implementing the rarely utilized text of section 111(d), as a “remarkably expansive” power grab. Under this reading, the Court could find that the language of section 111(d) reflects congressional intent to check sources’ emission intensity via modest, state-driven technology requirements imposed directly on power plants. The Court would reject the Clean Power Plan’s focus on an integrated system of electricity generation, transmission, and delivery rather than individual plants. Considering reductions achievable through measures that displace generation from regulated plants would be viewed as a dramatic expansion of EPA authority well beyond the scope of what the CAA envisions.

67 See supra note 7.
69 EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1617 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
Without doubt, UARG provides some indications that five Justices may view the Clean Power Plan as an unlawful extension of federal authority much like EPA’s GHG-permitting program. For instance, UARG suggests that unconventional emission-control methods, similar to the measures included in the Clean Power Plan, sit uneasily within the CAA. In a portion of the UARG opinion joined by Justices Scalia, Kennedy, Alito, Thomas and Chief Justice Roberts, the Court equated “compulsory improvements in energy efficiency” (as opposed to “traditional end-of-stack controls”) with “‘unbounded’ regulatory authority.” The Court ultimately concluded that certain features of the BACT analysis appropriately constrained EPA authority, but the Court made certain to clarify that its “decision should not be taken as an endorsement of all aspects of EPA’s current approach.” In the context of the Clean Power Plan, these five Justices may view EPA’s consideration of outside-the-fenceline emission-reduction measures as beyond the bounds of its CAA authority.

Furthermore, notwithstanding that section 111(d) grants EPA broad authority, UARG noted that courts respond skeptically where “an agency claims to discover in a long-extant statute an unheralded power to regulate ‘a significant portion of the American economy.’” In response to EPA’s claim of authority over previously unregulated small sources, the UARG Court invoked the major questions canon, which prohibits courts from extending deference to agency decisions of vast “economic and political significance.” In addition, two Justices, Scalia and Thomas, dissented in EME Homer on grounds quite similar to those of UARG and also invoked the major questions canon. Justice Alito did not participate in EME Homer, but expressed a comparably critical opinion in UARG.

The Court could invoke reasoning similar to the UARG majority and EME Homer dissent in reviewing the Clean Power Plan. While no bright line exists between “major questions” and the policy choices that rightfully fall within agency discretion, UARG suggests that an extension of EPA authority into new regulatory terrain raises red flags, and confirmed that courts “expect Congress to speak clearly” in such circumstances. Although EPA has long used section 111(d) to regulate emissions, the provision is slim and rarely triggered. On the few occasions when EPA has developed guidelines in the past, it has typically—though not always—required each and every regulated source to reduce its emission intensity. By contrast, the Clean Power Plan, like the Transport Rule in EME Homer, relies on emission budgeting and averaging and outside-
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70 UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2447–48 (quoting petitioners’ briefs).
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73 Id. at 2444.
74 Brown & Williamson, 529 U.S. at 160.
75 EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. 1584, 1612 (2014) (Scalia, J., dissenting).
76 UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2455–58 (Alito, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
77 See id. at 2444, 2448 (majority opinion).
78 Id. at 2444.
79 See supra note 59.
the-fenceline emission reductions as important design tools. Outside-the-fenceline measures may have effects beyond the regulated sector, interacting with policy areas thought to be within “traditional state authority.” Given the integrated nature of the electricity sector and its essential role in the U.S. economy, states’ section 111(d) compliance plans may have particularly wide-ranging impacts. Given that GHG regulation is relatively new under the CAA, and that four members of the Court in *Massachusetts v. EPA* argued that the CAA term “air pollutant” does not even encompass GHGs, a majority could view the ambitious nature of the Clean Power Plan and its outside-the-fenceline scope as an unsupported power grab.

We think, however, that the Court could well favor an alternate contextual story.

### B. Story Two: An “Efficient” and “Workable” Policy Choice

In the second of the Court’s possible readings of the Clean Power Plan, the Court could acknowledge the particular characteristics of successful GHG emission-reduction measures, and find that EPA’s chosen program “sensibly” takes into account cost-effectiveness and historical state action in tackling a complex pollution-control problem. In this contextual reading of section 111(d), Congress intended to grant EPA broad “leeway” to balance competing policy priorities in designing a cooperative regulatory program that achieves the CAA’s fundamental goal of meaningful, yet cost-effective emission reduction. The Court could respond with approval to EPA’s efforts to allow states flexibility, and determine that the Agency’s reasonable interpretation warrants deference.

While it is always difficult to guess how the Court would resolve any particular issue, this contextual story seems, on balance, more suitable to the Clean Power Plan. Viewing the power system as an “interconnected and integrated” whole rather than a series of atomized, individual power plants, and therefore basing state goals on measures that reduce emissions outside the power plant fence line, is a reasonable interpretation of the language of section 111(d). That language, as explained above, does not use technology-based terms, as in other parts of the CAA, nor does it limit regulation to reducing the
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84 *EME Homer*, 134 S. Ct. 1584, 1607, 1609 (2014). *See also* 42 U.S.C. § 7401(c) (2012) (stating that “reasonable . . . pollution prevention” is the primary goal of the CAA).
emission rate of individual sources. Moreover, recognizing that the power system is integrated is hardly radical—indeed it has been called “the most complex machine ever built.” On days of high electricity demand, for example, utilities routinely implement measures to reduce demand or power up alternative generation, demonstrating the interconnected nature of the grid. More broadly, under the Clean Power Plan, states retain significant flexibility to meet their targets, thus distinguishing Clean Power Plan measures from the mandatory BACT measures that troubled the Court in UARG.

In terms of the major questions canon, the Clean Power Plan may be more analogous to the Transport Rule than to EPA’s permitting program in UARG. The Transport Rule did not trigger the canon because the Court viewed the task of choosing the best method for allocating emission reductions among upwind states as inherent in EPA’s statutory mandate. Section 111(d) contains broad grants of authority that mirror the provisions under review in EME Homer. Thus, as in EME Homer, the Court may find that EPA, when faced with the particular challenges of controlling power-plant GHGs, selected the Clean Power Plan as a rational and efficient means to achieve section 111(d)’s broad goals.

Moreover, adding a layer of regulation to the power sector is far from a significant expansion of regulatory authority into a previously unregulated sector of the economy, as was at issue in UARG with EPA’s regulation of small sources. Power plants have been subjects of CAA regulation since the CAA’s inception. Furthermore, outside-the-fenceline emission-reduction measures are contemplated in the SIP section of the CAA, which section 111(d) references as a model. EME Homer itself upholds a power-plant emission-trading program that authorizes outside-the-fenceline measures and allows compliance flexibility. Indeed, a power plant subject to the Transport Rule might well use precisely the sorts of outside-the-fenceline emission-reduction measures that form the basis of the Clean Power Plan’s state targets.

Recent judicial decisions affirming EPA’s duty to regulate GHGs under the CAA support the conclusion that section 111(d) is an appropriate vehicle for
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86 Accord Final Brief of Respondent EPA, New Jersey v. EPA, 517 F.3d 574 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (No. 05-1097), 2007 WL 3231264, at *125 (arguing that a cap-and-trade program constitutes BSER, and noting that Congress affirmatively removed “technology” from the section 111 definition of “standard of performance” via the 1990 CAA Amendments).
89 See EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1603–04, 1609.
90 Compare 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d) (2012), with id. § 7410. See also id. § 7411(d)(1) (granting EPA broad rulemaking authority).
91 See, e.g., S. REP. NO. 91-1196, at 17 (1970) (describing the intent of the section 111 program to incentivize “industries to work toward constant improvement in techniques for preventing and controlling emissions”).
GHG emission-reduction despite its relative dormancy. And significantly, EPA has used non-traditional forms of regulation in past section 111(d) guidelines, allowing emission-trading programs for nitrous-oxide emissions from municipal waste combustors and mercury emissions from power plants.

The Court may also appreciate that EPA’s state-specific emission-reduction targets recognize states’ historical emission-control efforts. EME Homer stressed that Congress intended the Good Neighbor Provision to prevent upwind states from “reap[ing] the benefits of the economic activity causing the pollution without bearing all the costs.” Accordingly, the Court noted approvingly that EPA’s cost-based emission-allocation method “subject[ed] to stricter regulation those States that have done relatively less in the past to control their pollution.” In this regard, the Court may respond with equal favor to the Clean Power Plan, which incorporates similar considerations.

In short, then, the Court may well view the Clean Power Plan as a reasonable, cost-effective means to implement an ambiguous statutory provision that tasks EPA with producing a sensible plan to reduce electricity-sector GHG emissions.

**CONCLUSION**

*UARG* is arguably an extraordinary case of mismatch between text and context, compelling extraordinary administrative and judicial responses. Thus, the best reading of *UARG*’s *Chevron* Step Two invalidation may be that it is limited to the specific CAA programs at issue, or to excessive administrative burdens unlikely to arise in the context of other climate programs. Alternatively, *UARG* may signal the Court’s inclination to dabble in climate change policy debates, or a developing trend in the Court’s application of *Chevron*. Specifically, *UARG* may indicate that the Court will interpret the major questions canon broadly when it comes to climate rules, requiring Congress to speak directly to the question of whether the CAA allows EPA to consider
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93 See, e.g., Am. Elec. Power Co. v. Connecticut, 131 S. Ct. 2527, 2537 (2011) (finding that section 111 authorizes EPA to regulate GHGs); Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 532 (2007) (finding that GHGs are an “air pollutant” subject to regulation under the CAA, and Congress intended for flexible and broad CAA programs to extend to pollution challenges like climate change).
96 EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. 1584, 1593 (2014).
97 Id. at 1607.
100 Cf. Freeman & Vermeule, supra note 83.
outside-the-fenceline measures in setting power-plant emission-reduction targets. In any case, the rarity of the Court’s Step Two invalidation combined with the case’s uncommon subject matter—federal climate regulation—leaves open the question of whether the Clean Power Plan will withstand judicial review.

We suggest that the UARG Court’s invalidation of EPA’s interpretation cannot be considered separately from the Court’s deferential EME Homer opinion. Although the opinions are seemingly contradictory, when read together, they demonstrate that context may be dispositive in determining the validity of the Clean Power Plan. As discussed above, this lesson could be extraordinarily important should review reach the high Court. If the Court views the rule in context as a bold attempt by EPA to seize new regulatory authority and irrationally burden the economy, as the Court viewed the permitting programs in UARG, the Court is likely to invalidate EPA’s interpretation as unreasonable. Alternatively, if the Court views the rule in the broader context of the CAA as a sensible and equitable policy solution to complex emission-control challenges, as the Court viewed the Transport Rule in EME Homer, the Court is likely to defer to EPA’s interpretation.

While it is impossible to foretell which context would prevail, we believe the latter story better suits EPA’s section 111(d) program. Justice Scalia’s opinion in UARG and dissent in EME Homer suggest, however, that the former story will have traction with certain Justices—perhaps even five. Whatever the outcome, a battle of contextual stories is sure to be at the heart of judicial review of EPA’s emergent climate regulation.